
OO
NE RECENT AFTERNOON FOUND ME CONTENT-
edly closeted in the bank vault with long-term “paper” holdings, the
folding money and associated memorabilia that has stimulated and
supported numismatic endeavors of, literally, six decades. Looking to

“notes with a story,” and selecting five, I found myself reflecting on things that
get “written up,” the organizing and sharing of insights. As well, however, my
thoughts extended to material that, for whatever reason, has tended not to see
publication, information and perspectives which, although instructive, have
seemed a bit apart from the main thrust of article ideas.

Notes selected and here illustrated were, as it happens: (i) an Australian
one pound, a King George VI portrait note, obtained as foreign exchange while
still current; (ii) a Bermuda classic, the King George V, scenic and heraldic, one
pound, issue-dated 1927; (iii) a Nicaraguan one cordoba, by the venerable
American Bank Note Company, its likeness of a young woman an instructive
example of allegorical art (or so I had believed); (iv) a short-lived Malaysian 100
ringgits, recently acquired in Kuala Lumpur, fine work of a lesser-known North
American printer, one of many firms to have turned out notes for the Malaysian
central bank; and (v) a Saudi Arabian one riyal, a King Fahd portrait note, main-
stream fiscal paper that, significantly, depicted 7th century gold on its face. 

Each note we shall view in turn, sharing insights into the note and the
story that it can tell.

The Australian pound had been the workhorse denomination during
World War II and the years that followed, 1938 through 1953, when its four-
value series (10 shillings, 1, 5, and 10 pounds), with still higher values restricted to
inter-bank transactions, was succeeded by a Queen Elizabeth pound, and values
through 10 pounds recognizing national personages. A dollar currency (two dol-
lars to the pound) was inaugurated through the Reserve Bank, Australia’s bank of
issue, in 1966.

Forty years of such dollar issues reflect colorful and imaginative
Australian craftsmanship, extending to current polymer work of Note Printing
Australia. Australia’s collectors, I gather, do like their “star” replacement notes,
and tend, as do the British, to seek first prefixes and last prefixes of an issue or
signature variety. Forerunner notes of Australia’s commercial banks, and their
Treasury (legal tender) overprints of 1910, challenge big spenders, but, whatever
the going price, are exquisitely rare.

The post-War pound, in contrast, has to be common, although ours is in
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the kind of grade that today would warrant some premium. The serial number, 000009
in series I/43, had been what caught my eye 60 years ago, and the trust officer, whose
duties had included “meeting the boats” and exchanging currencies for immigrants and
visitors, had let me have it at face, Now, we all know of countries that make “low num-
bers” accessible to dealers and collectors—think Cayman Islands—but this Australian
“find” seemed to represent a chance encounter, and I’ve not seen its likes, outside deal-
er stock, to this day. Senior bank officials, especially note-signing officers, no doubt
have enjoyed access to new issues of monetary authorities, currency boards, and central
banks, a note so obtained quite possibly surviving as a family heirloom. Rank does have
its privileges.

Embracing palindromic (“radar”) numbers, solid numbers, ladder numbers,
replacement numbers, serial or sheet numbers deemed “special” do have a significant
collector following—representing an enhanced, yet often manageable, acquisition chal-
lenge. For an increasing number of world currencies, supply channels have evolved.

I do like my “#9” Australian, in any event.
Our next note is Bermudan Government, a 1927 one pound “Issued under the

authority of the Bermuda Legislature.” Featured are “Hamilton,” a splendidly engraved
waterfront perspective; sword, mace, and colonial arms; and a meticulously detailed
“medallion” likeness of King George V. The work is by Waterlow and Sons, Ltd.,
London, back when such a note or postage stamp imprint (so often lacking today)
would have been a hallmark, an attestation to quality and authenticity. Bermuda has
pride of place on our short list of countries and territories having markedly limited
populations but a continuing tradition of distinctive and sound currency. Others
include Aruba, Cayman Islands, Faeroe Islands, Falkland Islands, Guernsey, Jersey, Isle
of Man, St. Helena, and Seychelles.
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My Bermuda classic was acquired “on approval,” from an ex-serviceman who
had been supplementing civilian wages by offering quality world notes. That has to
have been 40 to 50 years ago, his very fair asking prices now being history. Bermuda,
with its dollar unit (since 1970), has become a favorite “quality country” with knowl-
edgeable collectors. My most recent acquisitions have been from a Bermuda
Government representative on the American Numismatic Association convention
bourse.

Bermuda, as well, taught me one numismatic acquisition lesson, fifty-some
years ago. A college acquaintance was to be celebrating graduation with a holiday jaunt
to Bermuda, and undertook to bring me the five pounds high value for my collection ...
and did so. What I received, as it turned out, was the best “five” to be had at Bermuda
airport on departure, but not what you’d want for a collection.  It’s plenty tough, I
learned, to explain “Uncirculated note.”  I do like to collect for myself, if and when
opportunity arises, but I never begrudge the “world paper” dealers and middlemen their
legitimate mark-ups as they relay to me an exotic and top-condition note.

Our next item, Central American, is American Bank Note work, with imprint.
The historic, New York-based firm was a world leader in allegorical artistry and
engraving—for stocks and bonds, postal and fiscal adhesives, and much of the best of
paper money, at home and world-wide, for well over 100 years. The illustrated note is a

paper one cordoba of Banco Nacional de Nicaragua (name in Spanish and English), and
depicts a young woman, reclining, with flowing locks of dark beribboned hair. The note
design dates from 1927, when it was issued in green, but is better known in blue from
releases of the 1930s. These include a REVALIDADO overprint (boldly in red, shown
following), and subsequent significant runs of unoverprinted notes. Illustrated is a
“Serie de 1938,” a relatively common bill in circulated state. The note which I obtained
at face (for some cents) at a travel and foreign exchange outlet—another country to add
to my list—with the portraiture having raised a basic question in my mind. If the like-
ness was allegorical, what exactly had the young woman been intended to personify?
Agriculture, the Harvest, Fertility, Industry, Security ... these long having been com-
monplace allegorical themes.

Many of us grew up with security printing that highlighted allegorical art.
United States currency and stocks and bonds might employ outstanding allegorical
images (recall “Education” Silver Certificates of 1896).  Several Canadian chartered
banks had commissioned distinguished allegorical art for national and international
(“southern”—British West Indies) circulation. The Bank of Canada launched its initial
legal tender issues in 1935 with  admirably executed allegorical backs—Agriculture,
Transportation, Invention, Security—and maintained those classical images for close to
20 years. Featured figures were timeless, in classical garb. One of my favorites (on
Canada’s $50 of 1935 and 1937) represents Modern Invention, as typified by radio
broadcasting. The vignette is a young woman in classical garb reading from a scroll to a
standing microphone.
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I acquire a stock certificate from time to time, most often allegorical, although
handsome lettering has an appeal of its own. The allegorical, on an imposing larger scale,
can be hard to resist!

The rationale of traditionally draped figures is, of course, that skin tones and
cloth folds would be great challenges to conventional counterfeiting, as indeed portrai-
ture is also.  Only when Thomas Cook gave me access to their in-house guide to note
authenticity, did I learn that the Nicaraguan lady had been not allegorical, but “daughter,
former president of the Republic.”

Our fourth note is Malaysian, a brown and purple 100 ringgits of Bank Negara
Malaysia, the national bank of issue, and is of fairly recent origin (1991 through 1993) ...
but there’s a difference. The surprise is the security printer imprint, United States
Banknote Company, one of at least ten world firms known to have obtained contracts for
producing Bank Negara (and immediate predecessor) folding money. Malaysian collec-

tors do like their money, including replacement notes and “special” numbers, and have a
sharp eye for imprints and such. Known security printers include Waterlow & Sons
(England); Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. (England); Thomas De La Rue (England); British
American Bank Note (Canada); François-Charles Oberthur (Europe); Gresecke &
Devrient (Germany); Canadian Bank Note (Canada); the bank itself; and Note Printing
Australia (for recent Malaysian notes in polymer plastic).  Names of some security print-
ers have changed over time. My 2009 visit to Kuala Lumpur was greatly facilitated by the
companionship of Tony Lye, a foremost numismatic scholar and cataloguer I had known
(as a fellow A.N.A. member) from a visit to his place of business, a decade before. Tony
had escorted me to numismatic museums, had seen that I acquired current crisp notes,
and had introduced me to a colleague who had offered the U.S.B.N. 100 ringgits at a
price that I couldn’t refuse.
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Our final item is Saudi Arabian, a one riyal King Fahd portrait note that circulat-
ed perhaps ten years ago. The Middle East long has had its money—gold and silver
coinage from local minting operations, supplemented by prevailing international issues.
The paper riyal, significantly, depicts on its face a 7th century gold dinar. 

Paper money, however, has been more recent in gaining regional acceptance.
Saudi Arabia initiated distinctive “pilgrim receipts” (from 1953, demonetized 1964),

obtainable in exchange for local currency at Saudi embassies and agencies. Such “receipts”
were intended for, and particularly suited to, those undertaking religious pilgrimages.

Success of such pilgrim receipts enforced realization that well-managed paper
could win public acceptance. General circulation notes of the Saudi Arabian Monetary
Agency date from 1961 with initial issues having featured architecture, in exquisite detail,
and historic sites. Contemporary portraiture came later, dating from 1977. The King Fahd
note which we illustrate was released in 1984. Ours is an exceptionally high grade circula-
tion find.

Our eldest daughter, a Canadian expat currently domiciled in the Far East, has
become well versed in world currencies, and brought home crisp riyals, including this
note, when international duties once took her to Saudi Arabia. Some years earlier, she had
learned to appreciate a good note in Young Numismatist activities at A.N.A. 

Arab states in North Africa, the Near East, and Middle East have been commis-
sioning increasingly attractive, intricate, and interesting paper money of late. This fact,
combining with deep regard for cultural, social—and monetary—history, has led to out-
standing numismatic exhibits, well worth seeking out, should jet-age travel take you to
museums in that part of the world.

In all, five distinctively diverse notes of relatively recent origin, several of them
not unduly pricey or difficult, and each of them “good” for the interest that it can arouse
and the story that it can tell.                                                                                                   v

Left: The back of the Malaysian 100
ringgits (by United States Banknote)
depicts the National Mosque in Kuala
Lumpur. Below: closeup view.
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